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Abstract
We prove a di!eomorphism type "niteness theorem in dimension 3 for families C covered by "nitely many
distance-like functions with bounded twist. C contains families of bounded isoembolic volume and twist.
However, the subfamilies of C with "xed volume are not Hausdor! precompact. Our methods do not involve
Hausdor! limits and they yield explicit estimates on upper bounds for the number of di!eomorphism
types.  2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
LetM denote a compact n-dimensional Riemannian manifold without boundary, and let d(M),
v(M), i(M), K(M) and Ric(M) denote its diameter, volume, injectivity radius, sectional and Ricci
curvatures, respectively.
Berger proved that v(M)/i(M)*v(S

)/ and equality holds if and only ifM is isometric to S

,
[2]. Let I<(M)"v(M)/i(M) be the (iso)embolic volume of M and E

"M: I<(M) N.
A normalized subfamily of E

with "xed volume is (Hausdor!) H-precompact, by Gromov [11,
Chapter 5] and by the estimates for the volumes of metric balls by Croke [7]. In 1988, Yamaguchi
proved that E

has "nitely many homotopy equivalence types [19]. Estimates on the upper bounds
for the number of homotopy types and the Betti numbers for E

are given in [8] by the author.
Together these results show that an upper bound on isoembolic volume puts a priori restrictions
on some topological invariants.
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Grove, Petersen and Wu [13] introduced the notion of locally geometrically contractible
manifolds ¸GC() with respect to a function . E

is a ¸GC(id) family. In [12], Grove and Petersen
show that the families M: K(M)*K

, v(M)*v

and d(M) d

 are ¸GC(linear) and have
"nitely many homotopy types for "xed v

'0, d

,K

and n. AnyH-precompact¸GC() family has
"nitely many homotopy equivalence classes in all dimensions by Petersen [16], and "nitely many
homeomorphism classes if nO3, by Grove et al. [13] and Ferry [9].
To obtain "niteness of homeomorphism types for dimensions n*4, Grove}Petersen}Wu used
the works of Chapman and Ferry [5] on the approximation of -equivalences by homeomorphisms
for n*5, and Quinn [17] on thin h-cobordism for n"4. There are "nitely many di!eomorphism
types in a "xed homeomorphism class, for n*5, by the work of Kirby and Siebenmann [14].
Cheeger and Anderson proved C-precompactness of the families de"ned by i(M)*'0,
Ric(M)*!, v(M) v, [1]. These families have "nitely many di!eomorphism types in all
dimensions. However, di!eomorphism type "niteness results obtained by C orH-precompactness
do not yield explicit upper bounds on the number of types, as in [1,13].
In view of the results mentioned above, it is natural to ask the following question: For which types
of families of 3-dimensional compact manifolds can one obtain a xniteness theorem with calculable
a priori upper bounds on the number of diweomorphism types?
In dimension 3, the Poincare Conjecture is still unresolved and it obstructs obtaining homeo-
morphisms in homotopy equivalence classes. There is a unique di!erentiable structure in a given
homeomorphism class in dimension 3, by Moise [15]. The notion of contractibility is not strong
enough to obtain homeomorphisms in dimension three. For example, the complement of a point in
a homotopy 3-sphere is contractible, but there are in"nitely many non-homeomorphic and
contractible open 3-manifolds, by Whitehead [18].
Theorem. A. The family M:  maximal i(M)/12-net Q in general position in M with Q)A, and
¹w(Q) B has at most ¸ distinct diweomorphism types, where ¸"4AB.
B. More generally, any family C of compact 3-manifolds (without boundary) which can be covered
minimally by at most A distance-like functions in tight and general position with at most B twist has at
most ¸ distinct diweomorphism types, where ¸"4AB.
Corollary. The family E

"M: I<(M) A and ¹w(M) B has at most ¸ distinct diweomor-
phism types, where ¸"c

AB, for some c

3R.
Our method involves constructing smooth triangulations of controlled size by using Voronoi
cells and provides explicit upper bounds on the number of di!eomorphism types. For any compact
M, there exists 	(M)'0 for which one can construct a triangulation with simplicies of size(	 by
using geodesics (see Cairns [4]). The di$culty is to "nd 	 depending on the geometric quantities
which de"ne a large family of Riemannian manifolds. Geodesic triangles are not knotted if the side
lengths are less than half of the injectivity radius, but the geodesic quadrangles are possibly
knotted. For given 4 vertices, one can "nd 6 edges and 4 faces embedded separately by using
families of geodesics, but their union may not be an embedded S. Subdividing to overcome these
problems increases the number of simplicies and places the manifold in a class of higher combina-
torial complexity.
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The familiesC of TheoremB are notH-precompact even with "xed volume, since the existence of
a family of functions does not control the local metric structure. The proofs of Theorems A and
B are essentially the same. The distance functions from points of any maximal i(M)/12-net in M is
a family of distance-like functions which cover M minimally in tight position. If this family is in
general position, then its twist is the maximum number of the equidistant points from any 4 distinct
points of the net within i(M)/6 radius. The twist¹w(M) ofM is then de"ned to be the in"mum over
such families. For example, ¹w(M)"1 for manifolds of constant curvature.
E

has "nitely many homotopy types, even without the twist condition by Grove et al. [13] or
Yamaguchi [19]. These proofs involve center of mass or uniform retraction techniques, respective-
ly. Neither of these methods can control the injectivity of the glued maps. The twist notion
measures the complexity of quadruple or higher order intersections of balls needed for obtaining
homeomorphisms. But, it is not possible to show the necessity of the twist without an in"nite set of
counterexamples of non-homeomorphic compact 3-manifolds in a "xed homotopy equivalence
class, e.g. Poincare conjecture.
2. Main construction and equidistant sets
We refer to [3,6,10] for basic Riemannian geometry. Let (M, g) denote an n-dimensional
compact Riemannian manifold unless otherwise speci"ed. d

(.,.) is the Riemannian distance
function. d(M), i(M) and v(M) denote the diameter, injectivity radius and the volume of M,
respectively. For XLM, X,X3, XM and v(X) denote the cardinality, interior, closure and Rieman-
nian volume of X. Normalize the metric so that i(M)"12.
De5nition 2.1. (i) B(p, r)"x3M: d

(x, p)(r and BM (p, r)"x3M: d

(x, p) r.
(ii) QLM is called a maximal r-net if B(x, r): x3Q is a family of disjoint sets and
B(x, 2r): x3Q is an open (minimal) cover of M.
Main notation 2.2. Let Q"p

: i3 be a "xed maximal 1-net in M and i3IL.
(i) B

(r)"B(p

, r;M),B

"B

(12), f

"d

(p

,.) :B

P[0,12]. B
	
(r)"

	
B

(r).
(ii) S
	
(r)"x3B
	
(r): f

(x)"f


(x),∀i, j3I.
(iii) D

"x3B

: f

(x) f


(x), ∀j3. D
	
"

	
D

.
(iv) D3
	
"x3M: ∀i, j3I and ∀k3!I, f

(x)"f


(x)(f

(x).
(v) D
	
"x3M: ∀i, j3I and k3!I, f

(x)"f


(x)"f

(x).
(vi) Short notation D


, S


, B


will be used. Di!erent letters i, j denote di!erent indices: iOj
and p

Op


in the net. (r) is dropped when r"12.
(vii) 

(t) denotes the unique normal geodesic from p to q if d(p, q)(12, and 

(t) will be used
when p"p

3Q.
(viii) De"ne K3(A,B)"

(t): p 3A,x3B and t3[0, d(p, x)), K(A,B)"

(t): p3A, x3B and
t3[0, d(p,x)], and K

(B)"K(p

,B).
Lemma 2.3. (i) B

(1)LD

LB

(2),∀i.
(ii) ∀x3D

(jOi, f

(x)"f


(x)), D3


D3


", and 

D

"M.
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(iii) ∀i3,D

is strictly starshaped from p

: ∀x3D

, 

([0, f

(x)))LD3

.
(iv) D

,D3

and D3

"D

are homeomorphic to the closed n-disk D, the open n-disk D3, and the
standard sphere S, respectively.
Proof. (i) and (ii): Q is a maximal 1-net. (iii) Suppose s, 0(s(f

(x), y"

(s)3D

.
jOi, f

(y)"f


(y)"s. The angle X(

(s), 


(s))'0, and f


(x)(f


(y)#d(x, y)"f

(x) by
"rst variation, which contradicts x3D

. So, 

stays in D3

except possibly at the end point.
(iv) follows (iii).
Lemma 2.4. Let p

and p


be distinct in Q such that D


O. Then,
(i) 2)d(p

, p


)(4, and
(ii) ∀r, d(p

, p


)/2(r)10, S


(r) is diweomorphic to D.
Proof. (ii) S


"( f

!f


)(0). p

, p


 S


, hence f

!f


is smooth on S


. ∀q3S


(10),
( f

!f


)(q)"

( f

(q))!


( f


(q)) and f

(q)"f


(q). So, 0O( f

!f


)(q) is normal to S


at q and
S


is a smooth codimension 1 submanifold. f :"f

S


"f


S


is smooth. Since
f

"1, f (q)"( f

#f


)(q)/2 is the orthogonal projection of f

into ¹

S


. If f (q)"0, then
there is a geodesic 


of length 2f

(q) from p

to p


passing through q. Let p


be its midpoint. Since
the sum of the lengths of two distinct geodesics between two points is*2i(M)"24 and length
(


)(4, p


is the unique solution of f (q)"0 and q3S


(r)O when d(p

, p


)/2(r)10.
S


(r)"S



B


(r). Since f

is normal to B


(r),f is normal to S


(r) and S


(r) is di!eomorphic
to D3 by Morse theory. 
Lemma 2.5. (i) 

'0 such that ∀, 0()

, for any choices of q

3B

(), ∀i, Q"q

: i3 is
a maximal (1!)-net in M.
(ii)  open and dense subset ; of B :"

B

(

)LM such that for any choice of (q

)

3;, the
equidistant surfaces S
 

(10!

),1)j)m)n, obtained from the distance functions f


"d(q


,.) by
any choice of m#1 distinct points of the net Q"q

: i3, have transversal intersections of order
m: f


!f

: j"1,2,m is linearly independent on S	(10!).
(iii) S
	
(10!

) is a smooth oriented codimension m submanifold of B
	
(10!

).
S
	
(10!

)"x3M: f

(x)"(10!

), i3I. For a xxed Q, for almost all , 0()

,
S
	
(10!) is a compact codimension m#1 submanifold ofM, both S(10!) and S
	
(10!) have
xnitely many components.
Proof. This is a straightforward application of the Sard's theorem and Implicit Function Theorem.
S


(12) is always nonsingular since for any 3 distinct unit vectors u

, u

and u

,u

!u

, u

!u


is linearly independent.
De5nition 2.6. (i) A net Q"q

: i3 is said to be in general position if (a) for any n distinct points
q


of Q, d(q


,.): 1)j)n is de"ned and linearly independent on an open and dense subset
;

of M, (b) the set of all such ;

is an open cover for M, and (c) Q satis"es the conclusions of
Lemma 2.5(ii) and (iii).
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(ii) Let Q be a maximal r-net in a 3-dimensional manifold M. De"ne the twist
¹w(Q)"supnumber of equidistant points in B(q

,2r) from q

, q

, q

, q

: q

3Q, and q

Oq


for
iOj, see 4.1(e). The in"mum over all maximal i(M)/12-nets in general position is the twist ¹w(M)
of M. By Lemma 2.5(ii), ¹w(M) is "nite.
3. Proof of Theorem A
In this section, we assume that Q is a maximal 1-net in general position. The structure of
1-dimensional equidistant sets S


is studied. The statements are proved only for S

O to simplify
the indices, but they are true for any i, j, k with S


O.
3.1. Assume D

O. Let X"BM

(8)BM

(8)BM

(8).X3, XM and X are with respect to d

. We use
submanifold interiors and boundaries for subsets of S
	
(12). For 1)i(j)3, S


(8) is di!eomor-
phic to D with S


(8)"x3X: f

(x)"f


(x)"8. S

(8) is "nite union of disjoint smooth simple
curves which are either closed curves (circles) away from S


(8) or curves with two end points in
x3X: f

(x)"8, i"1,2,3, where 8 is assumed to be a regular value as in Lemma 2.5(iii), otherwise
replace 8 by 8#.
De5nition 3.2. For 1)i)3, and jOi, de"ne
X3

"x3X: f

(x)(f


(x) for 1)j)3, jOi,
X

"x3X: f

(x) f


(x) for 1)j)3, jOi and X

"X

!X3

,
SH


"S


(8)
X


X


and SHH


"S


(8)!SH


.
3.3. SH


!S

(8) and SHH


are an open submanifolds of S


, and SM H



SM HH


"SM

(8). X

"SM H


SM H

.
Hence, X

is di!erent from the boundary of X

inM, when XOM. S


(8)
X3

"SHH


may not be
empty, for example, M"R. X

is strictly starshaped from p

,∀i, by a proof similar to Lemma
2.3(iii).
3.4. Choose any component  of S

(8) and q3. ¹

"



¹

S


, where ¹

S


are pairwise
transversal. By the proof of Lemma 2.4, f

(q)!f


(q) is normal to ¹

S


which separates ¹

M
into two open half-spaces H


and H


with (f

!f


)(q)3H


and 

( f

!f


)(0 for v3H


.
Hence 


¹

S


separates ¹

M into six open convex cones each of which satis"es three
inequalities of type f

'f


in the "rst order. These inequalities must be consistent, and there are
only two possibilities up to rotation around ¹

 in ¹

M. So, there exists an open neighborhood
< of q inM, di!eomorphic to R, such that the partition of < by X3

in the "rst order corresponds
to the partition of R by (i!1)2/3((2i/3 in cylindrical coordinates. S

locally separates
S


(8) into SH


and SHH


. SH
	

< and SHH
	

< have 
< as part of their boundary, and SH and
SHH appear in an alternating fashion as one rotates around .
Lemma 3.5 (Structure). (i) D
	
LS
	
, for I*2, and S
	
" or I*5.
(ii) D3
	
is a submanifold of dimension 4!I. D
	
"
	
D
	
.
(iii) Dexne <

:"
	 		
D
	
, E

:"
	 		
D3
	
, and F

:"
	 		
D3
	
.
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<

is a xnite subset of D

. E

is a xnite union of disjoint simple (possibly closed) smooth curves in
D

without endpoints such that EM

"E

<

. F

is a xnite union of connected open subsets of D

.
FM

"F

EM

"D

is homeomorphic to S. D

is piecewise smooth with corners and edges.
(iv) ∀q3D


L<

, there are exactly 3 curves of E

in D

emanating from q, one in each of
D


, D


, and D

. There is a fourth curve from q into M!DM

, in D


. Every component curve  of
D


LE

locally separates two surface components of D


and D

in D

.  is also a part of the
boundary of a surface component of D


inM!DM

. Each surface component A of D


LF

is a smooth
polygonal region in S


, that is an open subset of S


, whose boundary is a xnite union of disjoint simple
closed piecewise smooth curves with xnitely many vertices in <

. A locally separates D3

and D3


.
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of 2.1}3.4, and transversality. 
Proposition 3.6. If D

O and S

has a component LB

(4), where  is a smooth simple closed
curve (we will call it a circle), then
(i) S

", i.e. S

is connected,
(ii) the partition ofX3 intoX3

is homeomorphic to the partition of R by (x,y,z): z"1!(x#y)
or (z"0 and 1)x#y), and
(iii) max
 f (x)*min
d(p , p
 )*2, and . B (2), ∀k"1, 2, 3.
Proof. (i) and (ii): Let A be the closed disc bounded by  in S

(8)K D. As in the proof of Lemma
2.4, f"0 only at p

implies that max f"max f"max
 f :"a(4. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that  is an innermost circle in S

(8), and A3
S

". There are two
possibilities: ALSH

or A3LSHH

.
Case 1: ALSH

. Let ¹"K

()A. K

()
A", since (K3

()
A)L(X3


SH

)". K

() is
homeomorphic to D, since X

is starshaped. ¹ is homeomorphic to S. K

()LX


B

(4), and
∀x3A, f

(x) f

(x)#f

(p

)(8. ¹LB

(8) which is di!eomorphic to D, hence ¹ bounds
a connected open set ; with ;M LB

(8)LX3, where ;M is with respect to d

so that ; is the
`insidea of ¹. K

(A)LX

, for i"1,2, and K

(A)
K

(A)"A. Hence, K3

(A)
;O or
K

(A)
;O. We assume the "rst case, the proof of the other case is similar.
K3

(A)
A", K3

(A)LX3

,K

()LX

. So, ¹
K3

(A)" and ¹
K

(A)"A. Consequently,
p

3K3

(A)L;. S

(8)
;O, since ; and ;M are connected, p

3;M and p

3;.
S

(8)
K3

()LS

(8)
X3

".
L(S

(8)
A)L(S

(8)
SH


A)L(S

(8)
A)".
Hence, all are equal and S

(8)
¹". LS

(8) and  bounds a closed discA

in S

(8). A3

L;,
since ¹ bounds ;, S

(8)
¹" and the case of S

(8)!A

L; implies a contradiction:
OS

(8)LX
;M ". (A


K3

(A))LS

(8)
X3

" and L(A
A

)L(S

(8)
A)".
AA

is homeomorphic to S and it is in B

(8). So, AA

bounds an open connected set < with
<MLB

(8). <L;, since B

(8)!<L; implies a contradiction: B

(8)L;M LB

(8).
S

(8)
(¹!A)LS

(8)
X3

". Hence, A

"S

(8)
;M separates p

and p

in ;M .
Claim 3.6.1: <"X3

. Suppose that A

LSH

is not true and choose any x3A


X3

. Then,


LX3

. p

;, since otherwise, one can obtain K3

(A)L; by a proof similar to above and
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A"K

(A)
K

(A) will have a nonempty interior in M. x3;, hence 

intersects ¹. But,
¹
X3

L(SH

X3

)
X3

", leading to a contradiction. Hence, A

A"<LSH

SH

, and
p

3<. ∀x3<, 

L<M , since otherwise y3<, yOx contradicting 3.3. So, K3

(AA

)L<M .
Since AA

is homeomorphic to S,K3

(AA

) is homeomorphic to D3. Consequently,
K3

(AA

)"<LX

. If any y3X

!<M existed, then 

would intersect <LSH

SH

and
proceed into X3

X3

which is disjoint from starshaped X

. Hence, X

"<M ,
<"X

!(AA

)"X3

.
SH

"A, SH

"A

,S

". max

f

"max

f

"max f(4, and XLB (4). Suppose
that SH

is the compact disc bounded by . Then, all X

is bounded by SH


SH

inM, 

X" and
M"X. However, ∀i,X

LB

(4)LB

(8), and XLB

(8)OM. So, SH

is an open annulus
bounded by  in S

(8). This proves (i) and (ii) in case 1.
Case 2: A3LSHH

. LSH

. Let ¹"K

()K

(). K

()
K

()", and ¹ is homeomorphic to
S. ¹LB

(8). Hence, ¹ bounds an open connected set ; with ;M LB

(8). ¹
S

(8)", since
K3

()
S

(8)", for i"1,2. (S

(8)!A)
;", since (S

(8)!A)L; would imply
S

(8)L;M . ¹ is not a smooth surface along . Since f

is transversal to
S

(8),

([0, d(p,x)#)): x3 intersects S

(8) transversally along , for i"1,2 and some small
'0. This shows that A3
;O, and in fact A3L;. A3LSHH

LX3

and, X3


;O. X3

is
connected and X3


¹LX3


(X

X

)". This concludes that p

3X3

L;.  is chosen to be
the innermost circle of S

in AL;M , and X

does not have any boundary outside ;. Conse-
quently, S

". Rest of the proofs of (i) and (ii) are similar to the previous case, except thatX

is
surrounded by X

X

.
(iii) Without loss of generality, we may assume that X

is surrounded by X

X

and
f

(p

) f

(p

)(4. X

"SH

SH

, where both SH

and SH

are homeomorphic to D and
bounded by , and X

"K

(SH

SH

).
4'a"max

f"max

f

"max

H

f

"max

H

f

"max
/
f

"max

f

for i"2,3.
X

LB

(4)LB

(8) and ∀x3X, 

(t) leaves X

before t"8. Consider 

:[0,8)PX, which
intersects X

at q

for the last time before p

and leaves X

at q

for the "rst time after p

. De"ne
>"B

(8)B

(8) and >

"x3>: (!1)( f

!f

)(x) 0 for i"2,3. >

are strictly starshaped.
p

3>

. So, 

does not intersect S

(8) before p

, but it is possible to have p

3S

(8). q

3>3

.
SH

LB

(4)
X

LB

(8)
>

">

. So, q

3SH

. X

is strictly star shaped and q

occurs on


before q

. Hence, q

 SH

and q

3SH

. SHH

"S

(8)
X3

is an open 2-disc which is bounded
by  in S

(8) and it separates X

into X


>

and X


>

. Hence 

intersects SHH

at
q

between p

and q

. 2)f

(p

) f

(q

) max

HH

 f"max f"a. 
Proposition 3.7. With the notation of 2.2 and 3.5:
(i) ∀i3, none of the components of E

are circles (smooth simple closed curves), each component of
E

is a nonclosed simple curve with two distinct endpoints in <

.
(ii) ∀i3, all components of F

are simply connected and homeomorphic to D, and their closures are
polygonal regions in S


. The closure of each component is a compact region bounded by one
piecewise smooth simple closed curve with xnitely many vertices.
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Proof. (i) D

is a compact subset of B

(2), so E

LD

LB

(2!) for some '0. The rest follows
Proposition 3.6.iii, and Lemma 3.5.
(ii) F

OD

, since otherwise SD

"S


contradicting Lemma 2.4(ii). Let A be a component
of F

in D3


for some jOi. AOD

. Suppose that A is not simply connected. A is an open subset of
S


(2) with piecewise smooth boundary and S


(2) is di!eomorphic to D by Lemma 2.4. Choose
a (inner) component  of A such that  bounds a closed disc A

in S


(2) with A3


A3".
k3!i, j such that O 
E


D3


:"¸. Let ¸ be a component of S


(4) with ¸
¸O.
¸LS


(2) and ¸ cannot be a circle in S


(2). Hence, ¸
S


(2)O. ¸ provides a path between
S


(2) and A

in S


(2), which are separated by A. This leads to a contradiction:
O¸
ALS


(4)
D3


". Hence, S


(2)!A is connected, A is one piecewise smooth curve,
and A is homeomorphic to D. 
Proposition 3.8. Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold, M", with a maximal i(M)/12-net
Q in general position with Q"a and ¹w(Q)"b. Then, there is a smooth regular triangulation of
Mwith at most ba 3-simplicies such that (i) every 3-simplex has 4 triangle faces, 6 edges and 4 vertices,
(ii) any two intersecting simplicies intersect along only one lower-dimensional subsimplex, (iii) if the
intersection of two simplicies lie in the interior of one, then these simplicies are equal and (iv) any
2-simplex is a subsimplex of exactly two distinct 3-simplicies.
Proof. Fix i3. Let D

be as in 2.2 and recall Lemma 3.5. <

)ba/6 and
F

)E

"3<

/2)ba/4, where  .  is the number of components. For every component of
F

bounded by only 2 edges, introduce an extra vertex on the interior of one of the edges. 1 edge
boundary is not possible, by 3.7(i). Let <

and E

denote the augmented sets of edges and vertices.
<

)5ba/12 and E

)ba/2. Each component C of F

is a simply connected open subset of
S


for some jOi. C is a piecewise smooth curve of m vertices, m*3. Choose a point x

in the
interior of C and join x

to each of the vertices of C by m disjoint (except at x

) smooth curves
which make nonzero angles with each other at x

and with the edges at all vertices. This procedure
gives a piecewise smooth triangulation of C and consequently of D

which is piecewise smooth S,
by 2E

 triangles. Each triangle  is di!eomorphic to the standard 2-simplex. This extends to
a triangulation of D

by taking K

() for every  in the triangulation of D

and to a smooth
triangulation of M. The regularity properties follow Lemma 3.5. The number of tetrahedrons in
this triangulation of M is at most ba.
Remark 3.9. Proposition 3.6 is essential in removing the dependency of the triangulations on the
number of edges. The topology of the components of F

would not be controlled without E

 if
E

had circle components.
Proof of Theorem A. Consider any M with a maximal i(M)/12-net Q in general position with
Q)A and ¹w(Q) B. By Proposition 3.8, M admits a regular triangulation with at most
c"Q¹w(Q) tetrahedrons. One can partition 4c triangle faces of c tetrahedrons into 2c groups of
pairs in at most (4c)!/2 possible ways. The vertices of two triangles can be identi"ed in 3 di!erent
ways, since orientations are known. Combinatorially, there are at most (4c)!(3/2) possible ways to
identify the faces of c tetrahedrons. Once the combinatorial type of a given 3-manifold M is
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determined, one constructs a PL 3-manifold M with same combinatorial type and a homeomor-
phism fromM ontoM by "rst de"ning it on<

Q, then extending to E

and F

smoothly and then
to D

by using the geodesic cone structure. The number of possible combinatorial types ofM with
at most AB tetrahedrons is bounded by
	
(4c)!(3/2))¸, where ¸"4AB. There is a unique
smooth structure in each homeomorphism class of 3-manifolds, by Moise [15]. Hence, there are at
most ¸ distinct di!eomorphism types in the family M:  maximal i(M)/12-net Q in general
position in M with Q)A, and ¹w(Q) B.
Corollary 3.10. The family E

"M: I<(M) A and ¹w(M) B has at most ¸ distinct
diweomorphism types, where ¸"36AB

/

and 

"v(S

).
Proof. If r)i(M)/2, then v(B(p, r;M))*r2

n

, by Croke [7]. The rest is a packing
argument using De"nition 2.1. 
4. Distance-like functions and Theorem B
De5nition 4.1. LetM be a compact 3-manifold without boundary. LetF" f

:B

P[0,12): i3
be a family where B

are open and connected subsets of M. De"ne B

(r)"f

([0, r)),∀IL,
B
	
(r)"
	
B

(r) and S
	
(r)"x3B
	
(r): f

(x)"f


(x), ∀i, j3I.
(a) F is said to cover M minimally, if B

(1): i3 is a family of disjoint open sets, and
B

(2): i3 is an open cover of M.
(b) F is said to be distance-like, if ∀i, j3, iOj,
(i) there is a unique p

3B

such that f

(p

)"0,
(ii) f

isC and f

*

'0 on B

!p

, and f

is a multiple of a distance function from p

of
some Riemannian metric on a neighborhood of p

,
(iii) B

(2)
B


(2)O implies that 2)f

(p


)(4 and B

(4)LB


(8), and
(iv) B


(2)O and f

(x)"f


(x) imply that f

(x)'f

(x) )f


(x).
(c) F is said to be in tight position if ∀i, j3, iOj, f

// f


and f

"f


has a unique solution in
B

(10)
B


(10).
(d) F is said to be in general position, if ∀k)3, ∀I"i


: j"0,2, kL, I"k#1,
f


!f

: j"1,2, k is linearly independent on S	 (10).
(e) LetF be a family of distance-like functions coveringM in general position. The twist ¹w(F)
of F is de"ned to be the maximum of S
	
(2): IL, I"4.
Proof of Theorem B. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem A. So, we will only
discuss the necessary modi"cations of all lemmas of Sections 2 and 3. First of all, C replaces
C everywhere.
∀x3B



: [0, l

(x)]PB

such that 

is C, 

(t)"f

(

(t)), 

(0)"p

, 

(l

(x))"x, by
the Fundamental Theorem of ODE and De"nition 4.1(b)(ii).
∀x3S


, (d/dt)[( f

!f


)(

(t))]

"f

(x)!f

(x) )f


(x)'0, by 4.1(b)(iv). Hence, ( f

!f


)(t)
has the same sign as t!l

(x). So, 

(t) crosses S


transversally from X

into X


. This proves that
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X

is strictly starshaped as well as D

. They are used in an argument similar to Lemma 2.3(iii) to
show the nonexistence of y3S





([0, l

(x))).
2.3(iv) By the uniqueness of the solutions of ODE, if y"

(s), then 

(t)"

(t), for
0)t)s"l

(y) l

(x), and 

(0)/

(0): x3B

";¹

M.
2.4(i) One needs to assume this as a part of De"nition 4.1(b)(iii).
2.4(ii) One uses 4.1(d) to obtain that S


(r) is a C manifold. f may not be ( f

#f


)/2, since f

is
not necessarily a unit vector. But, f"0 implies that f

//f


. By tightness, De"nition 4.1(c),
 unique p


3S


(10) such that f (p


)"0. p


is the minimum since f (S


(10))"10. The
result is for f

(p


)(r)10.
2.5. (ii) is assumed in 4.1(d), and (iii) follows by Implicit Function Theorem.
3.6. Case 1. K

()LB

(4)LB

(8) and ALB

(4)LB

(8) by De"nition 4.1(b)(iii). Hence,
¹L;M -B

(8)
B

(8). The transversality of 

to A is secured by De"nition 4.1(b)(iv) and
max

f

(4, which one needs for K3

(A)
A" and K3

(A)LX3

. 4.1.b.iv also implies the
strict starshape structure of X

. Part (iii) should state that 2)min


f

(p


) max f
and hence . B

(2), for 1)k)3. The rest is the same as of the proof of Theorem A. 
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